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EDITORIAL

The Art Gallery is back in business. It is open again;
almost exactly one month less than three years
after it succumbed to closure on x January x98o
and the contractors moved in with their spectacu-
lar cast of bulldozers and tower cranes.
Not a very long period really but to those deeply

involved an almost timeless dream sequence
heavily laced with nightmares which will no doubt
remain for ever in the subconscious layers of their
minds.
The New Art Gallery complex, for that is

virtually what it is, will speak for itself with an ever
more powerful voice for all to hear and find worth
listening to. The Gallery is there to make life more
acceptable for everyone who enters its portals-
and what's wrong with portals? They are much
more acceptable, even fashionable, now than they
were a few years ago when every Victorian public
building was thought pompous and inappropriate
for modern life. But the connotations of the word
'modern'hange ever more rapidly. Here may lie
the success of the great project for it combines the
best of the old with the best of the new to produce
an original creation. The new gallery was not built
on a 'green field site'.
The opening of the building by Her Majesty on

Friday, z6 November x98z was a triumphant
occasion inspiring the Yorkshire Evening Post to
come up with the snappy headline 'Queen of

Arts'or

its front page colour photograph. During the
royal visit the Queen talked to Henry Moore about
his work and the inspiration he received from
visiting museums and seeing sculpture carved
hundreds, and sometimes thousands, of years
before his time. Happily the weather was clement
and it was possible to show the Queen the open-air
sculpture garden on the roof from where she was
able to acknowledge the crowds below. A historic
balcony scene indeed. During the opening cere-
mony Lucy Thorp presented a lovely bouquet of
blue orchids made by the Parks Division. Lucy,
many will know, is the younger daughter of the
project architect, John Thorp, whose inspired
design and sense of detail made every bit of his
assignment a work of art—so his accomplishment
became a family affair. The commemorative
plaque in the outer vestibule was unveiled without
mishap —the curtains and the string all worked

immaculately. String-pulling always invokes a
moment of tension, perhaps too many funny films
have conditioned us to the idea that this could be
the point at which the building falls down. The
plaque was the work ofDick Reid of York who has
played an important part in all three of Henry
Moore's official visits to Leeds. He carved the
foundation stone which the sculptor laid in April
x98o; he carved the inscription on the slate-topped
table presented to Mr Moore in July x98x, on
being given the Freedom of the City, and now this
plaque, produced and fixed in double quick time,
crowns, one might say, his efforts. The commis-
sioning of Dick Reid in fact goes back a long way
for he was responsible for the fine monuments in
the Chapel at Lotherton Hall to both Sir Alvary
and Lady Gascoigne, two of the city's greatest
benefactors.
A commemorative booklet was produced in time

for the opening day and a leather-bound copy was
presented to the Queen by Councillor Elizabeth
Nash. It contains before and after photographs-
the latter unfortunately not quite up to date due to
the printing time required —lists of benefactors
and three articles, two on the history of the Art
Gallery and one looking forward to the future role
of The Henry Moore Centre for the Study of
Sculpture.
Two major exhibitions were mounted to cele-

brate the rebirth of the Art Gallery. 'Henry Moore:
Early Carvings x9zo—x9yo'nd 'Dutch
Seventeenth Century Paintings'rom Yorkshire
public collections. Both have suitably splendid
catalogues full of information; both are highly
appropriate to a great northern occasion and both
were made possible by the air conditioning of the
new part of the building. These and the Craft
Centre and Design Gallery exhibition were enjoyed
by a record number of guests during the evening of
Saturday, zyth —the day after golden Friday. This
was a happy informal occasion with people
everywhere milling around and looking for their
favourite pictures returned from exile.
Only the Craft Centre and Design Gallery, or

gallery shop as it will inevitably be known, had no
elaborate catalogue for its opening exhibition
'Christmas Choice'. This is in the nature of its
function —as one of the most important aspects of
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the whole Art Gallery scheme carefully planned
from the beginning. It is a unique institution for it
will display, and offer for sale to the public, well-
designed and made goods from any country in the
world. They can be manufactured, individually
made or batch produced and therefore will range
widely in price. The only criterion will be quality.
Much of the inspiration for the gallery shop goes
back to the gift of Lotherton Hall some fifteen years
ago in r 967. Since then the Gascoigne endowment
has frequently been used to commission or buy the
work of contemporary craftsmen to embellish the
house. Anthony Wells-Cole who selected the
opening exhibition has included the work of a
number of people already represented in the
permanent collection, among them two potters,
Sutton Taylor and Martin Smith, who in recent
years have had highly successful one-man shows at
Lotherton.
At this point new colleagues may properly be

introduced and welcomed in print. Rowena Gore-
Gardiner, the Manager of the shop, is assisted by
Lydia Machell and Elizabeth Smithson. Adam
White is the Research Assistant at The Henry
Moore Centre and Jonathan Benington is the latest
Trainee Assistant Keeper. It was both reassuring
and heartwarming when our foreman Mr Jack
Levitt, his deputy Mr George Chippindale, and

Mr Harry Dickinson returned, like the pictures,
from their enforced exile. At the end of the comings
must be added a very sad going —that of Adrian
Budge who has left to take up an important new
post at the Museum of Photography in Bradford.
All those who worked with him or admired his
operations from the receiving end will wish him
much deserved success and happiness.

All the staff of the Art Galleries, old and new and
some slightly shop-soiled, whatever their more
normal functions, have made a stupendous effort
at all hours and in whatever capacity was needed
at any time to get everything presentable by
z6 November. No doubt inevitably there have
been hair-raising crises and unpredictable hazards;
in retrospect some look funny and others near
tragic. As Derek Linstrum suggested in the
Yorkshire Post, the third miracle seems to have
happened in Leeds; first the International Piano-
forte Competition, then Opera North, and now the
Art Gallery complex.
At this point the editorial should cease forth-

with, but members have a right to expect an
apology for the late arrival of this Calendar. The
truth is that no-one dared send it to the printer
before z6 November when work on the line was
scheduled for completion.



WOMAN AS TEMPTRESS
The Siren and the Mermaid in Victorian Painting

LYNDA NEAD

The Mermaiden is certainly the prettiest and most popular of all the myths of natural
history... For centuries past she has exercised a perfect fascination on the popular
imagination. You meet her in Homer and you meet her in Tennyson —on the coasts of
legendary Hellas and in the waters round the Isle ofWight... There is no end to her
metamorphoses, and none to her charm.

Magazine ofArt, t883, p. azo

The old type of sailor, who believed in the mermaid, the sea-snake, and the phantom
ship, is fast disappearing, and, with the gradual substitution of the steamship for the
sailing-vessel, he is being replaced by the mechanical seaman, who sees no spectre in the
fog, nor sign of disaster in the air, or beneath the wave.

F.S.Bassett, Legends And Superstitions OfThe Sea And OfSailors, t 883,p. 8

The Sirens are the pleasures of the world; the bark is the Church; the mast is the Cross,
bound to which the Christian in full armour may safely... navigate the world.

J.E.Harrison, 'The Myth of Odysseus and the Sirens', Magazine ofArt, t 88 ', p. I34
These statements offer three very different readings
of the siren or mermaid. They have been selected in
order to show that no single meaning can be
attributed to any picture of the mermaid or the
siren but that any image may produce a multiplicity
of meanings.
This discussion addresses seven images of the

siren or the mermaid. From first to last, they cover
an enormous span of years, from the end of the
eighteenth to the beginning of the twentieth
centuries. Although the subjects of these pictures
may appear similar, they should not all be seen to
construct the same meaning. It is not the purpose of
this article to unravel a constant and unchanging
meaning for the image of the siren—mermaid, but
rather to map out the various meanings which were
produced by particular images at specific moments
during the period. The siren and the mermaid have
a long tradition of representation and this article
seeks to point out the changes and shifts in their
meanings, it looks at the differences between the
images as well as the similarities.
The association of the siren with temptation is

traced back to classical antiquity. Initially, the siren
was seen to tempt man with the offer of supreme
knowledge but later with Christianity, the empha-
sis shifted from spiritual to worldly temptation.
The siren lured man with her promise of sensual

pleasure, she signified the dangers and threat of the
world of the flesh which Christians had to
overcome. The mythologies of the siren and the
mermaid are not separate or distinct but each
appears to have modified the other. The mermaid is
predominantly a northern European myth, and the
folk revival of the late eighteen and early
nineteenth centuries in Britain, and the renewed
interest in Celtic and Gaelic tradition further
activated the merging of the siren and the mermaid.
By the nineteenth century there was a wide range of
sources which could be drawn upon —translations
of the Odyssey and their illustrations, border
ballads, classical Greek vases —and which could
be appropria'ted and re-worked by writers and
painters. Throughout the century the history and
mythology of the siren—mermaid was being con-
stantly defined and re-defined and this process
reached a peak in the r 88os when interest in the
siren—mermaid exploded and many histories of this
mythological figure were produced.
A discussion of representations of the siren and

mermaid in nineteenth-century British painting
raises a number of very important issues. Due to
limited space these areas cannot be covered
conclusively but they should be set down from the
beginning as the key issues against which the
pictures are seen. Firstly, each image should be



recognized as part of the constant process of the
construction of femininity and female sexuality
during the nineteenth century. Notions of accept-
able and respectable sexual behaviour were con-
tinually produced and worked over and the image
of the siren is part of this historical organization
of female sexuality.
Secondly, the pictures should be set against the

historically specific debates on 'high art'. Accord-
ing to academic theory, the nude —an idealized
representation of the human body —was placed at
the top of the hierarchy of painting types. A
classical or mythological subject matter consoli-
dated for a picture of a nude the highest status of
'history'ainting. But there were conventions and
codes regarding the painting of the nude. These
prescriptions were not always clearly defined nor
were they unchanging but throughout the
nineteenth-century paintings of the female nude
were attended by debates on public morality. A
female nude in the guise of siren or mermaid could
be highly problematic. Ostensibly a history paint-
ing, she offered an image of the female body for the
pleasure of the male viewer. Often languid and
always available, the siren-mermaid simul-
taneously threatened to destroy man through her
sexuality —she connoted sex, temptation and
death. Discourses on morality and art reached
peaks at certain points during the century, and
particular paintings provoked increased outcry,
but the issue of morality and the changing
definitions of 'respectability'hould be seen as the
standards against which representations of the
female nude were constantly tested.
Thirdly, the images should also be seen as part of

the discourses on modernity. Concepts of the
'modern'nderwent transformations throughout
the nineteenth century with its changes in modes of
production and social organization. But construc-
tions of modernity were attended by notions
regarding the pre-modern, an historical period
which was seen to have certain qualities which
were believed to be lacking in the modern age. This
construction of the past took many forms—
Medieval, Elizabethan, Roman, Greek—and each
form produced specific meanings. The ideal female
nude was seen to be based on the forms of classical
antiquity. This link with classicism could be
reinforced by a subject from classical literature,
thus activating the concepts of stability, culture
and civilization which were connoted by the
'classical age'. The mermaid was also identified as
part of a Celtic folk tradition. Inhabiting that

'other'ysterious world of the sea, she connoted
an age of superstitious beliefs and fantasy, a
tradition which was increasingly threatened by the
scepticism and science of the modern world.
Finally, a number of texts are referred to in this

paper, but they should be read cautiously. They are
not offered as an explanation of the meaning of any
particular image but rather as a network against
which the images can be placed.
The central text for nineteenth-century represen-

tations of the siren was Homer's epic poem the
Odyssey. This was generally known through the
eighteenth-century translations by Cowper and
Pope which were published regularly in a number
of editions throughout the century. The Sirens
appear in Book xtt. Circe warns Odysseus about
the lure of the sirens'eautiful song:
Next, where the Sirens dwell, you plow the seas;
Their song is death, and makes destruction please.
Unblest, the man, whom music wins to stay
Nigh the curst shore, and listen to the lay;
No more that wretch shall view the joys of life,
His blooming offspring, or his beauteous wife!
In verdant meads they sport, and wide around
Lie human bones, that whiten all the ground;
The ground polluted floats with human gore,
And human carnage taints the dreadful shore.
Fly swift the dang'rous coast; let ev'ry ear
Be stop'd against the song: 'tis death to hear!

'irceadvises Odysseus to block his sailors'ars
with wax to prevent them from hearing the sirens
but adds that he should have himself bound to the
mast of his ship that he may hear the song whilst
unable to escape and succumb to the temptation.
Odysseus obeys Circe's instructions and he and his
crew survive the danger of the sirens. Homer does
not describe the form or appearance of the sirens
but their song offers the temptation of supreme
wisdom and knowledge.
Pope's translation of the Odyssey was published

with illustrations by John Flaxman in I793.
Flaxman's illustrations were subsequently repro-
duced in later editions of the Odyssey and the
engravings were also published independently in
agog. The plate called The Sirens (Fig. t) was an
important forerunner for the nineteenth-century
representations of the subject. Most of the plate is
taken up by the three female figures who represent
the sirens. They are placed to the left of the
composition and are seated on a grassy bank
surrounded by water. At their feet are two human
skulls and bones —the remnants of previous
victims. On the right, Odysseus's ship is depicted,
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t The Sirens by John Flaxman, from The Odyssey ofHomer engraved from
the Compositions ofJohn Flaxman (London, t Sos), pL t9.
Witt Library Print Collection

with Odysseus himself being restrained at the mast
by two sailors. The siren on the right is nude apart
from some drapery which covers her thigh and
knee; she holds out her arms, beckoning to the ship
and its crew. The middle siren sits in profile,
playing a double flute; she also has some drapery
over her folded legs which reveals a bird's claw
rather than a foot. This is probably an allusion to
earliest representations of the siren which showed
her as a creature half bird and half woman. The
gesture of the siren on the left signifies that she is
singing, luring the sailors from their course to
destruction. Flaxman's illustration is drawn in his
characteristic fine outline style. The figures are
classicized, their hair arranged in classical styles.
The arrangement of the three figures and the
placing within the image of Homer's other
narrative details —the bones and Odysseus's ship—were most important to the earlier nineteenth-
century artists.
From the eighteenth century and earlier, the

siren had been identified as a symbol for the
contemporary prostitute. In his accompanying
notes to the text, Alexander Pope commented on

the sirens: 'it is an instance, that without any
violence, the nature of harlots may be conceal'd
under the fable of the Sirens'.2 It will be shown in
this article that nineteenth-century discourses on
prostitution constantly intersected with discourses
on the siren. The siren was a paradigm of
prostitution and the contemporary prostitute was
frequently described as a 'siren'. Furthermore,
Pope points out the relation between the siren and
the harlot through a biblical construction. He
indicates the similarity between Homer's descrip-
tion of the sirens and 'the words of Solomon in the
Proverbs... in the eighth and ninth chapters'. This
intersection of the prostitute/Homer/the Bible is
significant. A major element of nineteenth-century
religious revivalism was that woman, both as ideal
and as fallen, was frequently defined through
Christian and biblical discourses.
The early nineteenth century saw a second

discourse which informed the image of the siren—
mermaid. This was a romantic and nationalistic
revival of interest in folk traditions and Celtic and
Gaelic mythology. Within this revival, the mer-
maid and other sea-beings were an important



a The Sirens and Ulysses by William Etty, exhibited at the Royal Academy in I 837
Manchester City Art Gallery

feature. In t 8oz, Walter Scott published an
anthology of poetry under the title Minstrelsy of
the Scottish Border.3 Amongst this collection was a
poem by John Leyden called The Mermaid. The
poem, based on a traditional Gaelic ballad, became
very popular and was published again in a
collection of Leyden's Poems And Ballads (in t 8I9
and t 858). In the poem the mermaid drags a Celtic
chieftain from his boat into the sea. When he
refuses to stay with her, the mermaid imprisons
him in her cave. Finally the chieftain agrees to live
with her on the condition that she allows him a last
visit to his homeland to see the maiden he loves.
The mermaid agrees to this condition but when the
chieftain arrives on land he runs away and the
mermaid is left alone. The final stanza tells the
reader that every year, on the same day, the sad
song of the mermaid is heard, mourning her lost
lover. The mermaid is thus constructed both as a
seductress (she takes the chieftain and offers him
happiness) and as a victim (she is finally left alone).
These dual images of victim and of temptress/

destroyer were co-existent throughout the century.
The image of the siren—mermaid was informed by
revivals both of classical literature and of Gaelic
folk traditions.
In t 837, William Etty exhibited his painting of

The Sirens and Ulysses at the Royal Academy (Fig.
z). The picture was accompanied by a long
quotation in the catalogue from Pope and Cow-
per's translation of the Odyssey. The extract was
from Book xtt and included Circe's description of
the sirens and their song. The painting is very large,
nearly ten feet by fifteen feet. The size of the picture
clearly shows that it was to be understood as a
history painting —an elevated work on the grand
scale. It has been shown that Etty knew of
Flaxman's illustration.4 But any straight compar-
isons between Flaxman's illustration and Etty's
painting in order to establish Flaxman as the source
for Etty must be avoided. The diverse functions of
these images must be taken into account. Flax-
man's simple outline design was intended for a line
engraving illustration, whereas Etty was construc-



ting a vast and lavish Royal Academy oil painting—one that would be expensive to produce and
important to sell.
Etty's basic composition re-works the Flaxman

design. The three nude sirens are depicted in the left
foreground and Odysseus's ship is shown in the
background at the right. The scene is turbulent and
agitated. All three sirens beckon to the ship. Their
hair is wild and disordered, they wear pieces of
jewellery and their thighs are covered with scant
drapery. Etty emphasizes the association of the
sirens with death and destruction. The ground on
which they are seated is covered with human skulls
and skeletons and there are men's corpses in
varying stages of decay. These corpses are placed
directly below Odysseus'hip and act as a reminder
of the possible fate of its crew if they succumb to
the temptation of the alluring sirens. The ship is
seen floundering in the wild sea, below a stormy
sky. The crew strain to secure the sails and pull on
the oars. Odysseus himself is on a larger scale than
the rest of the crew, emphasizing his contortions as
he tries to free himself and reach the sirens. The
bodies of the men are muscular and powerful
whilst the sirens appear soft and rounded: gender
difference is clearly reinstated in the picture
through this representation of 'masculinity'nd
'femininity'.
Although the critics admired Etty's technical

achievement in this painting, they were shocked
by its content. The critic for The Observer
commented:

the subject cannot fail of producing the most
unpleasant feelings. Ulysses is represented at the
interview with the Sirens, who are completely in a state of
nudity; the ground is covered with dead bodies and
skeletons, and the earth saturated with gore. However
cleverly treated such a subject could be, it is to be hoped
there are few who would nauseate their friends by
placing it in their galleries.s

What appears to worry and discomfort the critic in
this review is the conjunction of the female nude
and the signs of death and decay. This anxiety is
clearly constructed in the Spectator review:...a disgusting combination of voluptuousness and
loathsome putridity —glowing in colour and wonderful
in execution, but conceived in the worst possible

taste.'learly,

Etty had transgressed the codes and
conventions of the nude by presenting the nude
women amongst decaying bodies. The sirens could
connote death but they could not be depicted
amongst it. The Gentleman's Magazine considered

the picture the finest Etty had ever painted and
defended him against attacks on subject matter:

We are surprised to hear exceptions taken to the subject
of the work, as there are certainly few passages in Homer,
or any other author, ancient or modern, to which the
talents of the painter or sculptor could be more
legitimately addressed.

The critic reinstates The Sirens and Ulysses as a
history painting, as high art. The subject is noble
and the treatment grand.
The association of the sirens with prostitutes was

constructed around Etty's painting. In his annota-
tion to the Royal Academy catalogue in t 8g y, J.H.
Anderdon, a collector of paintings and engravings,
commented on the sirens: '...a lot of substantial
demireps —"poses plastiques" etc.'.

'Demireps'as

a contemporary term commonly used to
describe prostitutes. The 'poses plastiques'ere
performances in which unclothed women were
posed in tableaux vivants. Anderdon has clearly
received Etty's representation of the sirens luring
men to destruction with their sexuality in terms of
contemporary prostitution and immorality. The
picture was also appropriated as a depiction of
Christian morality. It was later subtitled 'The
wages of sin is death', using a bibliblical phrase,
familiar through evangelical tracts, to make the
Christian lesson overt.
Although his work was constantly open to

charges of impropriety, William Etty was regarded
by most of his contemporaries as the foremost
painter of the female nude. After Etty's death in
t 8y9, Edward Frost was identified as his successor
and critics frequently compared the techniques of
the two painters in depicting the nude. Frost's
nudes were seen to be more finished and idealized
than Etty's, and it is this higher degree of finish
which appears to have protected him from some
of the criticism which was directed at Etty. In a
discussion of Frost's contribution to the t86z
Royal Academy exhibition, the Art Journal com-
mented:

Though a follower of Etty, Frost was never an imitator of
him; for whereas Etty's manipulation was rapid and
broad, Mr. Frost's practice is minute and most careful...In his forms he maintains that elegance of line and
quality that Etty did to the last; and in his nymphs we
recognise a strong leaning to the

antique.'rost's

work is seen to be 'minute', 'careful'nd
'elegant'; his use of line to decribe form places him
within the classical tradition and this feature is
emphasized in the vague final statement that his



3 The Sirens by Edward Frost, exhibited at the Royal Academy in r 8y9
Reproduced by permission of Sotheby's

nymphs leans 'to the antique'. It seems likely then,
that Frost's treatment of the nude, his greater
emphasis on an idealized classical type, displaced
some of the anxieties and contradictions which
were raised by representations of the female nude.
Etty's nudes could at time be recognized as con-
temporary 'demireps'rom an immoral spectacle,
but Frost contained and secured these connota-
tions by distancing his figures in a vague classical
past painted with fine detail and finish. The
strategy was frequently successful and in r 86'he
Art Journal referred to 'the style of Mr. Frost's
chaste nudities'."
Frost painted many versions of the subject of

Odysseus and the sirens. He exhibited The sirens
(Fig. 3) at the Royal Academy exhibition of t8y9,
with a quotation from Milton's Comus: 'And the
song of syrens sweet'line 8y8). In this extract from
Comus the sirens are referred to outside the

Odysseus story and are called upon in a song to
Sabrina. In Frost's picture only the sirens are
depicted, the three figures occupy the centre of the
composition. They are seated on a sandy shore
scattered with sea shells. In the foreground, water
laps up towards their feet and in the background
there is an indistinct wooded and mountainous
landscape. The sirens are organized in a pyramid
shape. The middle siren forms the peak of the
pyramid. She kneels on her right leg, her body
facing the viewer. On her left shoulder she rests a
lyre which she plucks with her right hand. Her face
is turned to the right, towards the sea and her
mouth is open as though singing. Her hair is dark
and loose and she is unclothed except for some
drapery over her left leg. The pose of this figure is
highly conventionalized, the body is positioned
frontally for the viewer's gaze and the head is
turned completely, revealing the full line of her



neck and throat. The siren on her right sits
languidly, leaning against the back of the middle
figure. She has waist-length blonde hair which falls
over her shoulders and she too turns her head to the
right, towards the sea. She makes a beckoning
gesture with her right arm which has three strands
of pearls at the wrist. From the abdomen down she
is covered in a transparent, clinging, gauze-like
material. The third siren is seated at the right of the
composition. Her body is in profile to the viewer,
her hips and legs covered by dark material. Her left
leg, nearest the spectator, is bent with her arm
draped along it. The siren's head is bent down but
her face is turned towards the viewer. She looks up,
directly engaging the viewer's gaze, she holds the
hair off her face and smiles. Clearly, through their
representation in this picture, it is the sirens's
bodies which are alluring rather than their song.
Furthermore, it is not only the unseen sailors who
are being tempted but the viewer also is addressed
specifically by the direct gaze of the third siren.
Here there is no gore, no corpses, no denotation of
death or destruction, only the available forms of
the three female nudes, organized around and for
the pleasure of the male viewer.
Evidently, the painting drew large crowds at the

exhibition. The critic for the Art Journal wrote:

These three ladies are seated on the shore of their isle,
singing to lure the luckless crew of some passing craft.
Whatever may be their success with these coasting
amateurs we know not, but it is signal with the throng of
spectators now around them; none can pass their isle
without stopping to

listen.'his

review is particularly interesting in the way in
which it attempts to contain and negotiate the
contradictions arising from the conflicting interests
of the ideal, classical female nude and the sexual
connotations which are produced by the three
sirens. It continues:
The expression of the features is voluptuous and the
heads are altogether modelled with a fine feeling for the
beautiful. The drawing of the figures is accurate, and
their movement graceful; they are not idealised accor-
ding to sublimated and improbable types —but warm
and breathing realities, individualised from well-selected
examples of living symmetry. The skin textures are
warm, soft and yielding, and with great care a distinct
complexion has been given to each.

The real and ideal are set up in constant opposition
in this passage. The critic attempts to retain the
canons of the classical nude (see, for example, the
suggestion that the sirens are composite forms

from a selection of the most beautiful parts of a
number of models) but consistently shifts into a
discussion of their sexuality and accessibility. They
are described as 'voluptuous', and 'warm, soft and
yielding'.
Discourses on the nude intersected with dis-

courses on female sexuality and prostitution. This
crossing became overt in the case of the represen-
tation of the siren. From the t84os it was
increasingly common in publications on prostitu-
tion to describe the contemporary prostitute as a
siren. The term 'siren'as a useful short-hand for it
connoted one dominant view of the prostitute. The
prostitute was seen as a temptress, corrupted and
corrupting, luring young men to their destruction
and able to wreak terrible havoc on society. The
siren was a potent image to deploy in descriptions
of this modern temptress for it came loaded with
the connotations of the sweet-sounding but fatal
song and the destructive force of aggressive female
sexuality. In r 843,William Bevan, a Congregatio-
nal minister, published a report on prostitution in
Liverpool. Bevan described the young tradesman
who was vulnerable to the working of the street-
walker: 'He lounges in lassitude about the
neighbourhood. He is allured by a syren voice that
charms but to destroy ...He yields and is
undone." A fascinating construction of this image
ofwoman as temptress and predator is produced in
an article published in the Magdalen's Friend and
Female Homes'ntelligencer, x86t. The article
describes the prostitutes coming out on to the
streets at night:
On they come in countless myriads, to swell that tide of
corruption which is sweeping away into one common,
nameless grave the noblest and most promising of
England's sons. The 'helpmeet's transformed into the
guilty tempter; the 'woman'f Eden loses her identity in
the syren of the streets; the minister of heaven gives place
to the accomplice of hell. Alas, how fallen! '4

The passage reveals the way in which the prostitute
was understood in terms of her difference to the
feminine ideal. It sets up a number of comparisons
between the pure woman and the fallen woman.
The pure woman is man's aid, a pre-Fall angel,
whilst the impure woman is a hellish tempter —a
siren. Representations of the female nude and the
image of the siren must be seen against this
construction of female sexuality and the feminine
ideal.
It has been shown that the construction of the

feminine ideal and the notions of 'masculinity'nd
'femininity'ere part of the formation of the
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bourgeoisie at the end of the eighteen and
beginning of the nineteenth centuries. Catherine
Hall describes this relationship between gender
division and class formation in her excellent essay
'The Early Formation of Victorian Domestic
Ideology':

togo—t83o has been called the period of the making of
the industrial bourgeoisie. That class defined itself not
only in opposition to the new proletariat, but also to the
classes of landed capitalism —the gentry and the
aristocracy. Their class definition was built not only at
the level of the political and the economic... but also at
the level of culture and ideology. The new bourgeois way
of life involved a recodification of ideas about women.
Central to these new ideas was an emphasis on women as
domestic beings, as primarily wives and mothers."

The ideal woman was located in the home, she was
guardian of domestic values and was a moral and
spiritual guide to man. The categories of 'mascu-
line'nd 'feminine'ere also organized around
notions of sexuality. Male sexuality was seen to be
active, spontaneous and genital whilst female
sexuality was believed to be expressive and
responsive and totally dependent on and related to
male sexuality. Furthermore, woman was con-
structed around the central polarity pure/fallen,
and the prostitute was understood in terms of the
prescribed feminine attributes and roles which she
had transgressed.
The image of the siren—mermaid challenged the

bourgeois construction of the ideal woman, she
was a dangerous tempress, and her threat lay in her
active sexuality. Yet at the same time, through its
classical guise, the image offered the female body
for the male viewer's enjoyment. This contradic-
tion between the simultaneous threat of the image
and the pleasure it offered should not be obscured
for it was always present.
The connotations of threat and pleasure are

clearly produced in Frederic Leighton's x858
Royal Academy exhibit The Fisherman and the
Syren (Fig. y). The picture was exhibited with a
quotation from a ballad by Goethe —'Half drew
she him, Half sunk he in, And never more was
seen'. These lines are taken from a poem called The
Fisherman which in subject and form resembles the
folk-poetry and Celtic border ballads which had
also been influential in the formation of the

y The Fisherman and the Syren by Frederic Leighton,
exhibited at the Royal Academy in t 858
Bristol City Art Gallery

mermaid myth. The poem tells the story of a
mermaid who lures a fisherman down into the
water as retribution for killing her fish. Goethe's
poems were translated into English and published
frequently during the first half of the nineteenth
century.
The fisherman is depicted in full-length although

his ankles and feet are already submerged in the
water. He lies unconscious on a red mantle against
some rocks. His head is slumped to one side and his
arms are outstretched in the form of a crucifix. He
wears a red skull cap and his skin is a deep golden
brown, a tone which is repeated in the colouring of
the rocks behind him. The figure of the mermaid is
shown entwined around and pressed against him.
She has long golden hair which is plaited and
braided with pearls and her skin is a pale grey/
white colour. Her arms are grasped around the
fisherman's neck, her face upturned to his. Her
body, which terminates in a silver/blue fish tail,
appears pressed hard against his and this is
emphasized by the extreme curve of the arch of her
back. This sense of engulfment and dragging is also
produced by her tail which is coiled around the
fisherman's right leg.
The realm of the sea and the realm of the land are

clearly differentiated through colour. The mermaid
and the water are depicted in blue/grey/green/silver
tones whilst the fisherman and the rocks are
painted in reds and browns. To the right of the
composition a basket topples over and the fish
inside fall back into the sea, recalling the narrative
of Goethe's ballad.
Most of the critics agreed that the painting was

the work of an artist of real talent and discussed the
picture favourably. The Daily Telegraph published
a long review which began by locating the subject
within mermaid mythology:
The story is of the mystic Undine tinge, and with a
shadowy semblance in it to that strange legend, current
among the peasants of southern Russia, of the 'White
Lady'ith the long hair, who, with loving and
languishing gestures, decoys the unwary into her
fantastic skiff, then, pressing her baleful lips to theirs,
folds them to her fell embrace, and drags them shrieking
beneath the engulfing

waves.'he

familiarity with Russian mythology indicates
the level which the folk revival had reached by
t858. Thomas Keightley's influential book Fairy
Mythology, a collection of folk tales from around
the world, had been published in r 8 go, and became
a standard text for subsequent work. And Tenny-
son's x gg 3 edition of his Poems includes 'The Sea-



Fairies' a ballad of sailors being lured by
mermaids'ong —and 'The Mermaid'nd 'The
Merman'. Leighton's picture should be seen as part
of this particular stage of the nineteenth-century
interest in the siren—mermaid myth.
The review continued:

The 'Fisherman and Syren'f Mr. Leighton has
something of this (Russian legend's) unreal, legendary
fatality pervading it throughout. There is irresistible
seductiveness on the one side, pusillanimous fondness on
the other. That it is all over with the fisherman, and that
the syren will have her wicked will of him to his
destruction, is palpable. But it is not alone for the
admirable manner in which the story is told that we
commend this picture; the drawing is eruditely correct,
most graceful, and most symmetrical. The syren is a
model of form in its most charming undulations. The
fisherman is a type of manly elegance.

The muliplicity of connotations produced by the
mermaid are indicated in this passage. She is
'charming', 'undulating', and 'irresistible'nd
seductive, she is also 'wicked'nd will destroy the
fisherman. The review takes up the way in which
gender is demarcated in the picture —the pale
curves of the mermaid contrast strikingly with the
golden-brown muscles of the 'manly'isherman.
Although paintings of the nude were exhibited at

the Royal Academy during the r 86os and r 8yos,
there appears to have been a fall in the overall
number during this period. The rgSos had seen
increased agitation against public manifestations
of immorality. In x 8 Sy there was a police campaign
to clean up the streets of London of prostitution
and in the same year an Obscene Publications Act
was passed. From this period voluntary social
purity groups took an increasingly important part
in the control and regulation of immorality. Of
course what was constituted as 'immoral'epen-
ded on the group defining it —it could include
'obscene'rints and literature and also painting of
the nude. Groups such as the Society for the
Suppression of Vice identified paintings of the
female nude as having an immoral influence on
society and this view was also regularly stated in
the Magdalen's Friend.
In painting we have numerous artists who imitate Titian
in his fondness for depicting the female form unclothed.
They revel in nymphs, goddesses and graces arrayed in
meretricious gauze, or grouped in seductive attitudes,
which suggest contaminating ideas. Instead of dwelling
on the perfect features of a lovely countenance, or being
gratified by that rare symmetry of form which betokens
the skill of a master in painting figures with drapery, the

eye is tempted to rest on forbidden things ...many
youths have been allured from the paths of virtue
through these noxious influences ...put away this
leaven out of our public buildings and private

houses.'t

would be an over-simplification to suggest that
increased public discourse on the immoral effects
of paintings of the nude was the single cause for the
decline in exhibition of these paintings. The debate
around immorality and art reached a peak at this
time and paintings of the nude may have been seen
as outside current bourgeois definitions of respect-
ability. Certainly the absence of paintings of the
nude was noticeable enough at the r86z Royal
Academy exhibition for the Art Journal to
comment:
We look in vain round the walls for a pendant to Frost's
(picture) but he stands alone as a painter of the nude-
one of the many signs of the direction that the patronage
of Art is taking. Nude figures are not those elected into
the quiet and modest circles, into which the taste for Art
has

descended.'he

bourgeoisie constituted a significant source of
patronage at this time and the writer suggests that
this patron did not want pictures of the nude in his
home. No painter would wish to produce a
painting which could not be sold.
Throughout the century, acceptable and non-

acceptable forms of sexuality were constantly
categorized and re-defined. During the r86os the
state began to play an important part in the
regulation of deviant sexuality. The three Conta-
gious Diseases Acts, passed in r 864, r 866 and
r869, were introduced to control prostitution in
garrison towns in England; and from r 87o there
were closures of London night-houses and
dance-halls. The Days'oings, a humorous
periodical published from r87o—yr, printed an
article which satirized a current spate of prosecu-
tions for immorality brought by the Society for the
Suppression of Vice against studies of the nude
intended for artist's use. Called 'The Vandalism Of
Morality', the article constructed fictitious trials.
One is brought against a nude painted by the long-
dead Etty, the judge concludes:
'I shall order the man Etty to paint in a dressing-gown
upon this figure, and to obliterate the accessories of bed-
room furniture. Usher, call Etty before me.'he clerk of
the court said that the police had long been on the look-
out for Etty, but had not succeeded in tracing

him.'uring

the t 8yos, public morality became
increasingly central to political debate. Immorality
was seen to be a threat to social order and stability



and during the t88os, under pressure from social
purity groups, a number of legislative measures
were introduced to regulate sexual behaviour.
Public outcry following W. T. Stead's expose of the
trafficking of young virgins to the continent and
child prostitution in London, published in the Pall
Mall Gazette, July t 885, forced through the
Criminal Law Amendment Act. This raised the age
of consent for girls to sixteen, suppressed brothels
and introduced new penalties against male
homosexuals. In the same year of x885, the
National Vigilance Association was formed to
ensure local enactment of the Criminal Law
Amendment Act and also to guard against any
form of public obscenity. Jeffrey Weeks has
recently identified t885 as a key year in sexual
politics. He locates this moral panic against a
general perception of crisis brought about by
renewed anxiety over Ireland, new trading chal-
lenges from America and Germany and a general
economic depression and discusses the way in
which these anxieties were displaced on to the
arena of sexuality:
once the moral gesture had been made, the immediate
panic dissipated, though the problems it addressed did
not. Sexual behaviour had in the course of the
(nineteenth) century become a symbol of much wider
social features.

The issue of paintings of the nude and morality
reached another peak at this time and in r 885,
following the Royal Academy exhibition, The
Times published an outraged letter of complaint
from a 'British Matron':
To show an utter want of delicacy when selecting a
subject painted for no purpose but to testify to the
painter's skill is an insult to that modesty which we
should desire to foster in both sexes. Is it not a crying
shame that pictures are flaunted before the public...
which must lead many visitors to the gallery to turn from
them with disgust and cause only timid half glances to be
cast at the paintings close by, however excellent they may
be, lest it should be supposed the spectator is looking at
that which revolts his or her sense of decency.

'he

letter provoked a series of replies. Some
correspondents supported the view of the 'British
Matron'hereas others believed she was confus-
ing the real and the ideal and that the female nude
was an idealized representation, which did not
offend morality. In a long letter the writer

'H'utlinedthe codes and conventions upon which the
undraped figure was made a noble subject for art.22
Firstly the figure should appeal to the spiritual

senses rather than the animal appetite. Secondly, it
should be an idealized image and not a copy of real
life, and thirdly, the artist should adhere to the
ideals of classical antiquity. Above all, the painter
of the nude should always observe the rules of
'ideal beauty'nd 'conventional practice'. The
letter continues to criticize the practice of modern
and specifically French painters. Whereas the
paintings of the Old Masters were highly finished,
modern nudes are 'sketches on canvas'. Moreover,
from Giotto onwards, the best painters had only
rarely depicted the wholly undraped figure and if so
a 'reserve'as maintained through the use of a
shadow, girdle or hair. The writer blames the
French for transgressing this convention and
degrading this high art form.
This series of letters indicates the pertinence of

the subject of the nude in public debate at this time.
The Times obviously believed that the letters
would be of interest to its readers, and the issue was
seen to be a difficult and controversial one. As well
as these discourses on morality and the nude and
the increase in state regulation of sexual behaviour,
it was also in the t 88os that the image of the siren—
mermaid was re-worked and the history of the
myth re-presented in a number of publications. The
format of these histories was to trace the develop-
ment of the siren from antiquity and to consolidate
her representation as a beautiful young woman. In
t88z Jane E. Harrison devoted a chapter of her
book Myths Of The Odyssey In Literature And
Art, to the myth of the sirens. Harrison's initial
point is that Homer did not describe the sirens in
the Odyssey and as a result they are 'all the more
haunting, the more beguiling, because shrouded in
mystery, the mystery of the hidden things of the
sea'. The text is illustrated with engravings of
classical vases and reliefs and Medieval manu-
scripts from museum collections. Harrison com-
ments on the influence of modern art in construc-
ting the contemporary image of the siren:

except for Circe's warning, the 'heap of bones corrupt in
death', horror is kept in the background, seduction only
to the fore. We think of the sirens as fair, baneful
maidens, or, influenced by modern art, as of mermaid
shape, certainly not as hybrid monsters... (p. x 50)

and she concludes:

they seem to us, from the outset to the end, to have been a
kind of evil Muse, not wholly evil, but very far from
entirely good; sprung from a lower world of mystery and
evil and death... because of the Dionysiac associations,
merging by degrees this character into that of mere



S A Siren by Edward Armitage, exhibited at the Royal Academy
Leeds City Art Gallery

in t888

seductive loveliness, becoming in later days a sort of
mythic hetairai. (p. t8a)

Many meanings are produced by the image of the
siren at this time. In the form of a beautiful maiden,
belonging to an indefinite 'other'orld, she
signifies sex, death, evil and mystery. Harrison also
constructs the association of the siren with the
prostitute through her use of the Greek term for a
courtesan ('hetairai') in the final sentence.
In r883 the mermaid was described by the

Magazine ofArt as 'the prettiest and most popular
of all the myths of natural history'. In a short
article on the attractions of the mermaid it stated;

with her double nature, her prodigious beauty, her
romantic associations and capabilities, we feel that if she
is not true, she ought to be, and that if earth and water are
indeed innocent of her society, then so much the worse
for them.

The writer does not further specify this 'double
nature'ut it seems probable that it refers to the

conjunction of the attraction of her sexuality and
her threat of danger and destruction.
The development of the siren from bird—woman

to siren—mermaid was narrated by Fletcher S.
Bassett in his collection of Legends And Supersti-
tions Of The Sea And Of Sailors, published in
188'. In his introduction, Bassett writes that the
folk-traditions of 'the mysterious sea'ave been
sustained by the deeply-held belief in these
superstitions amongst sailors,. Sailors, according
to Bassett, have led dangerous lives; with little
knowledge of meteorology they invested natural
phenomena with supernatural meaning. Conse-
quently, these traditions are threatened by the
modern world's developing technology:
Scientific progress has demonstrated the non-existence of
imaginary creatures beneath the waves; better meteor-
ological knowledge has banished the spectres of the air,
and shown the unreliability of weather-indicators, and
the decay of priestly influence has caused the abandon-
ment of sacrifices and offerings to the sea; its deities or its
saints. (p. 8)

r6



Thus, the siren and the mermaid may also signify
the disappearing superstitions of the sea. Supersti-
tions which were believed to have a long tradition
and which were threatened by scientific progress
and modernity: 'phantoms of the deep no longer
appear to the intelligent mariner of this scientific
age'p. zot).
Finally, in r 887, the Magazine ofArt published a

long article on the siren. Written by Jane E.
Harrison, the article discussed 'The Myth Of
Odysseus and the Sirens'. The inclusion of an
article on this subject in a specialist art periodical
clearly shows the importance of the siren image in
art at that time. Harrison again constructed the
historical development of the image and added the
Christian interpretation of the myth: the sirens
symbolized the pleasures of the flesh which the
Christian had constantly to resist.
From the z88os a number of new art galleries

appeared which provided artists with an oppor-
tunity to exhibit their work outside of the Royal
Academy. In r877 the Grosvenor Gallery was
formed and this was taken over by the New Gallery
in r 888. The New English Art Club was begun in
z886 and dealers such as Agnew and Goupil also
exhibited contemporary art. Obviously artists
continued to exhibit at the Royal Academy and
many showed their work both at the Academy and
at the newer organizations.
Edward Armitage's painting A Siren was exhi-

bited at the Royal Academy with a quotation from
Cowper's translation of the Odyssey in z 888 (Fig.
5). The siren is shown seated on rocks in the left
foreground of the composition. She is unclothed,
her dark hair is fastened in a knot and her head is
turned away from the viewer and towards the sea
which is depicted in the background. She sits with
the arm and leg nearest the spectator bent and
obscuring the pubis and breasts. In this arrange-
ment of the figure we can recognize a re-working
of one of the 'conventions of artistic

morality'eferred

to in the z88S letter to The Times.
To the right of the composition and in the middle

ground, a rocky shore is depicted, with the wreck
of a ship lying in the water. In the background three
more ships are shown emerging through a sea-mist.
The clearest has a crew and oars and a full striped
sail although the exact historical period of the ship
is left vague. The three ships appear in danger of
colliding with each other and all are heading for the
rocky coast, suggesting the potent attraction of the
siren and the chaos and confusion she causes. The
siren appears to be smiling, clearly she enjoys

watching the destruction she is causing. The
spectator has the same high viewpoint but is placed
behind the siren —he sees her view out to the sea
and the ships but can also gaze at her body. The
siren's lyre is left unused on the rocks and is the
only signifier in the painting, of her song. It is the
siren's body which must be seen to have lured the
crew towards the dangerous rocks.
The critics were ambiguous about the merits of

this painting. The review in the Art Journal
commented:
The nude figure, sitting on the rocks, is decidedly well
drawn, though painted without charm of manner or
colour, while the sea and the ships, whose crew the siren
would fain lure to destruction, seem to bear no effective
relation to the figure.

But the criticism which was most consistently made
about the painting was that the nude was not
sufficiently attractive for a siren. The Art Journal
had inferred this in its comment that the nude was
'painted without charm'ut the criticism is made
absolutely clear in the Athenaeum review:

Mr. Armitage's A Siren does not represent a dangerous
seducer, but a graceful, somewhat cold, and slender
damsel seated on a rock overlooking the sea. her
carefully painted flesh is somewhat deficient in rose
colour, and, in defiance of the legend, her charms are not
exuberant

The Times, for similar reasons, completely dismis-
sed the picture: '...passing by Mr. Armitage's not
very irresistible "siren"...'. Clearly the critics
had had expectations of a representation of a siren
which had not been met in Armitage's painting.
The siren is offered in this picture as a seductress
who has lured the sailors to death, but the critics
failed to believe she was attractive enough for this
act. It is difficult to analyse exactly why the siren
was seen to be 'resistible'ut two key points recur.
Firstly, the reviews emphasize that the pale
colouring is not successful. The Art journal
commented: 'The colour is cold and dry', and the
Athenaeum concluded: 'the colouring is out of
sympathy with the subject.'econdly, Armitage's
simple and rather static composition is seen to have
lost the mystery of the myth: 'in defience of the
legend, her charms are not exuberant... the design
lacks emotion'the Athenaeum); 'the picture is
without any of the charm of illusion'Art journal).
We may conclude therefore, that at this time, a
picture of a siren was expected to be filled with
action and colour. A highly-conventionalized nude
in a decorous and still pose, painted in a narrow
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range of pale colours was not adequate for a
representation of a siren luring men to their deaths.
It is interesting to see that this assessment of the

attractiveness of the siren is also practiced in a
review of E.M. Hale's Mermaids'ock which was
exhibited at the New Gallery, London, in z894
(Fig. 6). The critic of the Athenaeum complained:
'the sea-maidens are more like little girls than sirens

Again the nudes are not seen to be
sufficiently alluring to beguile man and cause his
death.
On the purchase of this painting by Leeds City

Art Gallery in 1895 the artist wrote a letter to the
curator of the gallery explaining the narrative of
the picture:
The idea of the picture is that a few vikings in a small boat
have lost their reckoning in a strange sea and attracted by
the mermaids are led by them to the reef which just shows
through the water in the foreground. At the last moment
they realize their position and shout to the steersman to
turn aside from the rock. The boat is lifted at the moment
by a following sea and the next moment would be the
crash on the hidden rocks.

Two mermaids are shown in the foreground in the
sea leaning against the still submerged rock. A large
wave carries the ship bearing down towards the
mermaids and the rock, and its crew peer anxiously
at them over the side of the ship. To the left of the
ship, another mermaid swims alongside on her
back, staring up at the men and suggesting that in
this way she has taken the ship off its course and
lured the men on to the rocks. In this representation
of the mermaids, located in the sea rather than
seated on rocks or an island, woman is shown to be
actively and directly engaged in the destruction of
man.
Woman's active engagement in the temptation

of man is clearly constructed in H. J. Draper's
Ulysses and the Sirens (Fig. y). In this return to the
Odyssey myth, the sirens are shown climbing out
of the sea and into the ship in their attempt to lure
Odysseus. The composition is organized around
the central close-up image into Odysseus's ship.
Five crewmen pull on the oars whilst a sixth

6 Mermaids'ock by Edward Matthew Hale, exhibited at
the New Gallery, London in r 894
Leeds City Art Gallery

Ulysses and the Sirens by Herbert James Draper, a smaller
version of the painting in the Ferens Art Gallery, Hull, which
was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1909
Leeds City Art Gallery

reinforces the ropes which tie Odysseus to the
mast. To the right, three young, slender sirens pull
themselves out of the water. The figure on the
extreme right holds on to some rigging. Her hair is
blown wildly and some transparent drapery clings
round her legs. On her left, a second siren draws
herself up on to the side of the ship. Her feet are
barely out of the water, she wears no drapery but
some seaweed still clings to her body. The third
siren holds on to an oar and remains partially in the
water. Rather than legs, she has a fish tail, so that in
the three sirens, as they progressively pull them-
selves out of the water from left to right, a
metamorphosis occurs from sea-maiden with fish
tail to woman with legs and drapery. The crew
appear grim and determined, only Odysseus whose
ears are not stopped with wax and who can hear
the song, strains forward, transfixed and mesme-
rized.
The final point to discuss is the way in which

gender is constructed and differentiated in this
picture. It was pointed out above that sexuality in
the nineteenth century was constructed in terms of
difference for men and women through the
dominant notions of 'masculinity'nd 'femininity'.
Gender difference is marked in Draper's picture in
a number of ways. It is signified through colour.
The flesh of the sirens is very pale, whereas the
sailors are dark gold and brown in colour. The
sirens have extremely slim and elegant bodies
whilst the sailors are firm and muscular. This
contrast is emphasized by the strenuous activity in
which the sailors are involved —straining and
pulling on the oars. Although the sirens are
climbing out of the water and clinging on to the
boat, there is no sign on their bodies of the effort
involved, they are languid and graceful and this
also connotes the mysterious and 'other'orld
quality of the creatures. The sailors have large,
firmly-set faces with prominent jaw-lines and
cheekbones. Their mouths are closed grimly and
they signify determination and resolution. The
firmness and control of these figures is emphasized
by their covered heads, hair is not blown wildly in
the wind, they are contained and powerful. The
sirens'ouths are open as they sing and their faces
are lifted and turned to attract the men. Their hair
is loose and blows in the wind or clings to their
bodies. According to the conventions of the nude,
pubic hair could not be depicted, but loose wild
hair was a permissible sign of female sexual
availability. Above all, the gender differentiation is
secured by the basic contrast: the sailors are



clothed but the sirens are unclothed. The nude thus
functions as a specific sign of female sexuality and
femininity.
This discussion has addressed the different

meanings which are produced by seven representa-
tions of the siren and the mermaid. The historical
specificity of each image has been stressed.
Economic, social and cultural conditions are in a
constant state of change and transition, and the
way a picture looks and the meanings it produces
are tied to the prevailing conditions at the moment
of its production. The image does not merely
'reflect'ocial conditions, neither can its meaning

be explained through literary texts. A picture may
appropriate a specific literary source as an anchor
for its meaning but it will also reactivate it.
Through its specific conjunction of visual signs, the
image is the very site of the production ofmeaning.
It is an active process not a passive reflection of
given meanings produced elsewhere in society.
Finally, the images have been set against two main
nineteenth-century discourses: firstly, concerning
the representation of the nude and the issue of
morality, and secondly, the construction of femi-
ninity and female sexuality.
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INTRODUCING CARO AND PAOLOZZI
TERRY FRIEDMAN

Between I977, shortly before the City Art Gallery
closed for remodelling and the building of the new
extension, and its reopening at the end of I98z,
Leeds acquired nearly a dozen notable sculptures
by almost as many major contemporary British
artists. Two works by Eduardo Paolozzi, Poem for
the Trio MRT and Wittgenstein at Cassino (both
I964) were purchased in I977 and in the following
year. Also in I978 came Peter Blake's pioneer Pop
Art piece, Girl in a Window (I96z).From I978 the
Gallery also began purchasing sculptures of quite
different appearance, more explicitly linked to
Nature: Nicholas Pope's A Small Thin Stone
(I977), Richard Long's Delabole Stone Circle
(I98 I), and two works by Barry Flanagan: Clay
Figure (I975) and Cricketer (I98z). In I98z

8 Wittgenstein at Cassino by Eduardo Paolozzi (r 964),
paintedaluminium, I85 x r58.8 x 49.5 cm. BoughtLeeds
City Council with the aid of a government grant r978

generous gifts were received from Mrs Sara
Gilchrist of Flag by the late Hubert Dalwood and
from Henry Moore, through his Foundation, of
Reclining Woman '8o (I98o—8z), the artist's own
copy of his most recent large bronze, now shown to
dramatic effect on the raised piazza of the new
Moore Sculpture Gallery. Last year the Leeds Art
Collections Fund presented Anthony Caro's
National Grid (I978—79). Caro's first group
exhibition was held in Leeds City Art Gallery as
long ago as I955 and it has been a matter of
concern that the work of this fine and enormously
influential sculptor was not represented in the
permanent collection; the present gift, therefore, is
particularly welcome.

In addition, during these past five years draw-
ings, prints and related works on paper by other
twentieth-century sculptors: Quentin Bell, Joel
Fisher, Gilbert and George, Susan Hiller, Richard
Long, Keith Milow, Henry Moore, Martin Naylor,
Eduardo Paolozzi, Leon Underwood, and Ainslie
Yule, as well as the American, Claes Oldenburg's
canvas, rope, and silk-screened sculpture Minia-
ture Soft Drum Set (I969, numbered IIzlzoo),
have also made their way into the permanent
collection by gift or purchase.'his article
comments briefly on two of these recent acquisi-
tions.
Both Caro and Paolozzi were born in I9z4, the

former in London, the latter at Leith in Scotland;
both have been greatly influenced by post-war
American art, both have concentrated on construc-
ted, and sometimes brightly-painted, metal sculp-
tures, although otherwise their approach to
sculpture is different.
Paolozzi studied at the Slade between I944 and

I947 and during the following three years worked
in Paris. In the fifties, with Richard Hamilton, Peter
Blake, and others, he pioneered Pop Art in
Britain. Late in this decade, inspired by European
Dadaism and Surrealism, Paolozzi began making a
series of sculptures, some of brightly-painted
aluminium —like Leeds's Wittgenstein at Cassino
(I964) (Fig. 8)—constructed of forms reminiscent
of familiar machinery and mass-produced objects

wheels, crankshanks, cylinders, valves
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reassembled into shapes resembling human figures
or parts of human figures. Lawrence Alloway
commented, in the sculptor's book The Metalliza-
tion ofa Dream (r965):
Paolozzi's figures, as metal men, have the resonance of
folk-lore and myth ...An abstract sculpture, or a
construction, without anthropomorphic elements repre-
sents human order but not the human image... Part of
the rapport on which Paolozzi's art depends comes from
the lure and play of analogies, between a known human
image, like ourselves, and our loves, but embodied in
another material than flesh.

Poem for the Trio MRT (t96y) (Fig. 9) resulted
from the sculptor's infatuation with the famous
Roman first-century Bc life-size marble known as
Laocoon (Fig. to), now in the Vatican Museums,
which portrays the gruesome story of the punish-
ment of the Trojan priest and his two sons by
reptilion strangulation. The title of Paolozzi's
sculpture may incoporate the idea of this tragic
trio, although the three initial letters refer to the
Russian early twentieth-century constructivist
artists Malevitch, Rodchenko, and Tatlin. Is
Paolozzi suggesting that the Soviet State —the
snakes —is strangling modernism? His t 96z
animated film A History of Nothing included
collages (Alloway describes collage as 'the assemb-
ling of separate bits, which are presented simul-
taneously in a spatial array, without concealing
their separate origins') using photographs of
Laocoon 'glimpsed through opened screen doors in
a room furnished in a dainty and claustral Mayfair
or Park Avenue Rococo'nd also seen through the
front windscreen of a driverless car.4 (Alloway
relates in The Metallization of a Dream how in 'one
of his films W. C. Fields ran down a garden statue
in his car and as it shattered he snapped "she ran in
front ofme" '.)s
Paolozzi's irreverance for European traditions of

classical taste —it should be remembered that
Laocoon has been since the eighteenth century
central to discussions on aesthetic theory —is
taken even further in MRT. Unpainted aluminium
is favoured over marble or bronze. A car radiator
grill-like object dominates the composition and the
trio of male nudes with their snakes are abbrevi-
ated into seven writhing armatures, some phallic in
appearance, others sprouting ripe breasts; all are

9 Poem for the Trio MR Thy Eduardo Paolozzi (r96'),
aluminium, zr6 x zr8.q x r r.8 cm. Bought Leeds City
Council with the aid of a government grant r977

ro Laocoon by Hagensandrof, Athanadoros, and
Polydoros, Roman, first century ac, marble
Museo Pio Clementino, The Vatican, Rome

headless, as if the Roman original had by accident
(the car accident?) undergone some grotesque
process of decapitation and sexual transmogrify.
Yet amazingly the essence of the classical legend
remains undisturbed and wholly recognizable, and
out of which emerges this disturbing but at the
same time jokey sculpture.
Anthony Caro has been concerned, at least since

his earliest (pre-t96o) works, with non-figurative
sculpture. He began by studying engineering at
Cambridge and following a period at the Royal
Academy Schools and as part-time assistant to
Henry Moore (t95z—55) spent time in the United
States (the first trip was made in I959) looking
particularly at the abstract steel construction
sculptures ofDavid Smith, which Caro admired for
their 'Character, personal expressiveness, delicacy
of touch, sculptural intelligence, immense sculptu-
ral intelligence!'.7 Clement Greenberg, writing in
t965, recognized Caro as
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the first sculptor to digest Smith's ideas instead of merely
borrowing from them... he was led to the use of ready-
made materials by Smith's example, which may also have
shown him how it was possible to achieve 'free'ffects
with geometrical elements... Caro is far less interested
in contours or profiles than in vectors, lines of force and
direction... Planar and linear shapes of steel (there are
no solidly enclosed volumes in Caro's vocabulary) gather
together in what the surprised eye takes at first for mere
agglomerations... No other sculptor has gone as far
from the structural logic of ordinary ponderable things.s

National Grid (t978—79) (Figs r r—ty) is one of
three pieces (the other two are Circle National and
National Night, both t 977—79) Caro made during
the years he concentrated on the major commission
for the huge, dramatic Ledge Piece for the new east
wing of the National Gallery in Washington Dc.

In each of these sculptures he explored some
aspect of the larger work. National Grid developed
an idea long of special interest to Caro: creating
elegantly modulated forms by cutting and welding
raw and jagged pieces of scrap sheet steel. He
recalls finding in t97z 'soft ends of steel rollings in
a scrap-yard near Milan. I worked in Italy in a
factory using these pieces. In England I had to go to
the steel mills in Durham and Consett to get similar
pieces'.'n National Grid fifteen steel plates of
varied shapes and sizes cantilever, tilt, tip-off and
fan above and to the flanks of one another in
complex spatial relationships. The grouping pos-
sesses a sense of power and stability because of the
shapes themselves but also the choice of unglamor-
ous material, which is painted shades of dark
brown and then varnished; yet it also has a sense of
structural ambiguity because of the

spectators'nawareness,at least initially, of the delicate points
of physical attachment between one plate and
another. Where, for example, when looking at the
sculpture from the position taken in Figure t t, is
the inverted V-shaped form on the left or the
diagonally-placed rectangle to the right of centre
attached to the main horizontal plate? Moving
around the sculpture some of these connexions are
revealed while others are again obscured
(Figs rz—ty).
Now, look at the two L-shaped beams, their

connecting cross-bars and the thinner uprights
lying parallel and diagonal to them which make up
the substructure. These are not to be mistaken
either for an independent base of the sort often

tq National Grid by Anthony Caro (t978—79)

used to support traditional sculpture or a substitute
for the ready-made ledge on which the Washington
piece rests, but is integral to the sculpture itself.
They lift the series of plates to a maximum height of
Sz in. above the ground, not so far that this does
not allow the spectator to look down on to the
sculpture, from where the points of attachment
between the verticals and the plates are unseen,
reinforcing the impression that the sculpture is in
some manner floating. Writing of another Caro
work: 'Once we have walked even partly around
Prairie It967] there is nothing we do not know
about how it supports itself, and yet that
knowledge is somehow put in abeyance by our
actual experience of the piece of sculpture'." Caro
himself has explained: 'All sculptors have dreams
of defying gravity. One of the inherent qualities
about sculpture is its heaviness, its substance.
There is an attraction in the dream of putting heavy
pieces calmly up in the air and getting them to stay
there'2
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A NOTE ON THE BRIDESMAID
BY JAMES J. TISSOT
ADRIAN BUDGE

As a result of its combination of an attractive and
powerful central figure with a wealth of minutely
recorded incidental detail The Bridesmaid by
James Tissot (Fig. x 5) is amongst the most popular
of Leeds Art Gallery's nineteenth-century pictures.
However, few of its admirers know that this
painting is the sole example in a British public
collection from Tissot's important set of large
pictures of Parisian women, with which he hoped
to re-establish his artistic reputation in France in
the mid-x

88os.'uring

the x 86os Tissot's paintings of contem-
porary subjects had been much admired in Paris,
but after the Siege of Paris and the collapse of the
Commune he fled to England where he established
himself in the early xgyos as a skilful recorder of
scenes from Victorian 'high society'.2 However,
from about x 8y6 he lived with Kathleen Newton, a
divorcee, and for the six years until her death in
November x 88z he largely withdrew from fashion-
able society into a more secluded circle of friends.
After his mistress's death from consumption he
quickly abandoned London and returned to Paris,
where he energetically set about an ambitious
series of paintings which were first exhibited from
April to June x 885 at the Galerie Sedelmeyer, Paris,
under the title 'Quinze Tableaux Sur La Femme a
Paris'. In the catalogue of this exhibition The
Bridesmaid appeared under its original title La
Demoiselle d'onneur,3 and it was accompanied
by paintings of other 'types'f women such as a
shop girl, a provincial woman, a fashionable lady,
a gossip, and a 'political'oman! In x 886 thirteen
of the original fifteen paintings were sent with three
others for an exhibition entitled 'Pictures of
Parisian Life by J.J.Tissot't the Arthur Tooth
Gallery in London,4 and in September x 888 Tooth
despatched The Bridesmaid, with other pictures,
on loan to the inaugural exhibition of Leeds City
Art Gallery and for sale at the price of f'350.
Evidently no buyer was found for the painting in
Leeds and in x889 The Bridesmaid was sold at
Christies for f69 55. od., after which it reappeared

in x897 as a gift to Leeds City Art Gallery from
R. R. King.7
During this period in which the painting had

undergone several moves, the artist himself had
also led an eventful life. Having apparently decided
to devote the rest of his career to illustrating the life
of Christ he departed for Palestine in October x 886
to begin an enormous project to illustrate the New
Testament. He returned to Paris in x88'ut visited
the Near East again in x 889 to gather more
material. After nearly ten years intense work he
had completed over three hundred and fifty
watercolours, which were exhibited in Paris in
x 895 and in London the following year. The rights
to these illustrations were purchased and editions
were soon published in both Paris and London.
Tissot meanwhile had withdrawn into the Abbey
of Buillon, where he began work on a similar set of
Old Testament illustrations, but these were left
uncompleted at his death on 8 August x90z.
It is interesting to compare different

writers'esponsesto The Bridesmaid and it becomes clear
that the place of Tissot's Parisian pictures of the
early x 88os in the overall development of painting
at that time is rather a controversial matter. When
interest was reviving in Tissot in the x93os James
Laver suggested that the x88os series of paintings
of Parisian ladies was less successful than his works
of about twenty years earlier, despite an excellence
as glimpses of contemporary life. He attributed
their relative failure to the fact that 'Painting in
Paris had progressed in the last ten years; Tissot
had not', and that instead Tissot's art had actually
grown harder, more airless and lacking in atmos-
pheric cohesion. Laver thus regarded Tissot's style
as having set rigidly after the x86os, thus loosing
the breadth and fluidity of his earlier works and
making more apparent than ever his lack of 'the
painter's vision'. This view thus attributes the
appeal of such paintings to their clever composi-
tion and their extraordinary wealth of detail,
particularly in their treatment of the fashionable
costumes. However, when a major retrospective



r5 The Bridesmaid by J.J.Tissot, c.r883—Sy
Leeds Art Galleries (r 5/r Sy7)



exhibition of Tissot's paintings, drawings, and
prints was organized in r 968 the opportunity was
taken to re-assess his place in the art of his time.
This has led to an alternative interpretation of the
Parisian Ladies series of the r 88os as being 'not
altogether "out of touch" 'n Paris.'issot's new
concern with the monumentality of his subjects is
related to comparable interest then being shown by
more advanced artists such as Renoir, while his
exploration of the potentialities of the extended
series can be compared with similar investigations
by Monet.
Whichever evaluation one chooses to accept of

Tissot's status as an innovator or conservative in
Parisian art of the period, one nevertheless has to
admit his mastery in the handling of an incident-
packed moment as the bridesmaid stands beside
the groom on a busy pavement watching the bride
settle in her carriage. Traffic is surging along the

street, two shop girls stand together as spectators
and a photographer's assistant calls out as he
struggles past with his heavy load of a mahogany
camera and several plate-holders, which perhaps
had earlier been used to record the wedding. This
introduction of a photographic reference may not
be mere coincidence, and it serves as a timely
reminder to us that in painting this picture in his
studio Tissot may well have worked from photo-
graphs to obtain some of his detailed effects, as
he very probably did in several other of his
paintings." His skill in combining elements drawn
from a variety of sources into a convincing and
exhilarating painting, which emulates the appeal of
the candid photographic snapshot, is represented
in The Bridesmaid only just before he abandoned
such worldly subject matter in favour of illustrat-
ing the Life of Christ.

NOTES
x For further information on the life of Tissot see the
exhibition catalogue J.J.J. Tissot r 836—x9 ox ( x 968),
Rhode Island and Toronto, with an introduction by Henri
Zerner.

z. For example see Hush! (The Concert) (x8ys), Manchester
City Art Gallery (x933—56).
Catalogue number 9. The first five of the series were soon
also produced as etchings by Tissot, but the remaining ten,
including The Bridesmaid, were never tackled in this
manner.

4 Catalogue number x3.
Manuscript letter dated xx September x888 from Arthur
Tooth and Sons, The Haymarket, London to Colonel
Harding, Leeds, in Leeds Art Galleries Archive. In the
catalogue of the Inaugural Exhibition at Leeds City Art
Gallery The Bridesmaid is number x9.

6 James Laver, 'Vulgar Society', The Romantic Career of
james Tissot x836—x9oz (x936), p. y4, Appendix xu.

y Presumably Robert Reid King, stock and sharebroker of
Greek Street, Leeds, who appears in the Leeds directories of
x89y.

8 Laver,p. 34.
9 Laver, p. x4.
xo Henri Zerner 'Introduction'unpaginated) in J.J.J. Tissot

x836—x902 (x968).
x x A few photographs of Tissot and Mrs Newton have survived

and appear to have served as the basis for some of his
pictures, Country Life, 3o March x9yg, p. 8zs; and Jane
Abdy 'Introduction'n j.j. Tissot. Etchings, drypoints and
mezzotints, Frederick Mulder catalogue 8, x98 x, at the Bury
Street Gallery, London.
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